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his hard drive.

That story was another memo added to my growing hate list 
towards windows and this made my love for Amiga grow.

Later, when the Y2k problem arose, I hoped for these damn 
PCs to die. I knew that AmigaOS at the same time could 
handle dates further into time than Windows could.

This did not happen. A shame, ain’t it ...

Outstanding performance
Will never become a factor, as far as I can see.
The user base is by far so small that it can never sustain a 
mass production of hardware. The only “outstanding 
performance” we can hope for, and actually exists today, is 
the “feel of use” considering things like response time and 
lightweight footprints and so on.

Is it a rage?
Doing Amiga “things” is like being pirates, but sailing on a 
ship called “Justice” in the seas of “Computer Industry 
Oceans”. The Amiga, ALL of the branches, is belonging to 
the crew of “Justice”, this makes our freedom from the 
industry trying to steal our freedom, waste our money and to 
trade our secrets. No one owns Amiga but the Amigans!

Tommy Strand
aka Captain Jack

Note from log:
New Years Eve 2016.......................................................

Due to Captains behaviour crew did mutiny last nite.
Captain was keilhauled, but disappeared in the waters..... 

He is yet to be fou..OMG!...Ship is taking in waterrrr....EOF

OMG WTF LOL WHAT IS AN AMIGA?
This could be a question from anyone born, say, after 1990. 
And, if this person has any basic knowledge of CPU 
performance, he might add: You gotta be kidding, man - my 
smart watch is more powerful!

Word is that 40 y-o’s are living out their wet dreams by 
spending their spare time using computers they either sold or 
threw away when moving, or never could afford back in the 
day.

I have been thinking ...

What is really driving us talking about and working for this 
soon 30 year old computer platform? Is it the thought of world 
domination? Is it the outstanding performance? Is it a rage 
against Windows thing? Let’s discuss this ...

World domination
I remember starting the production of this magazine way 
back in 1992. Back then Amiga still had its advantages. I 
remember I used a modem for my Amiga 3000 calling BBS’s 
all over. For one article of one issue of the Amigaguiden 
magazine (the first start was a Norwegian magazine only) I 
printed a story about “Windows - the Hydra Monster”. A 
Windows user told his story about his PC which was shut off, 
but in the middle of the night it powered on by itself, hooked 
on to the internet by the connected modem and started doing 
something.

This dude unplugged the modem and started examining the 
PC for hours and hours, trying to find out what the computer 
was trying to transfer.

After hard examination he found a 2 MB file (at that time that 
was huuuuuuge) containing a list over everything he had on 

#amiga guide magazine was made by:

Vidar Karlsen
Petro, our man in Germany
Belxjander Serechai, our man in Japan
Tommy Strand

#amiga guide magazine was made using...
AmigaOne G4 XE
AmigaOS4.1 update 6
PageStream
Canon IR3100CN laser printer
 ....and some hard work ... :)

Our web page:
http://amigaweb.net/
IRC @ EFnet and AmigaWorld IRC Networks
#amiga - #amigachat
Facebook group:
AmigaWeb
Subscribers: 8 (maybe) - Printed: 50 copies
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AMiGA!@30
Amiga celebrates 30 year anniversary!
In the following pages follows
a complete overview of all the 
classic Amiga models ...
Lean back, read and enjoy!
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Petro - Our Man in Germany:
“We did what we could ...”
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1) Please shortly state your 
personal information, who is 
Petro?  What experience do 
you have with computing in 
general? (education and 
such). How were you related 
to Commodore?

Me, Petro Taras Ostap 
Tyschtschenko (born 16 April 
1943 in Vienna) 
I am  first came into contact 
with Commodore in 1982. 
Before I was working in 
several big German 
companies like Mercedes 
Benz, 3 M, Pegulan AG and 
Adressograph Multigraph. 

I started at Commodore in 
1982 and  became the director 
of logistics for the whole 
European market and later on 
for the whole worldwide 
logistics at Commodore, 
responsible for the sales and 
delivery of Commodore VIC-
20s and Commodore 64s all 
over Germany and other 
European countries. After 
Commodore bought the new 
computer start-up company 
Amiga Corporation, my duties 
expanded to the Amiga line as 
well.

I stayed at Commodore all the 
way until the company’s 
bankruptcy in 1994. After 
Commodore’s bankruptcy, the 
company ESCOM bought the 
rights to the Amiga line and 
founded a subsidiary, Amiga 
Technologies, and as I have 
supported this deal, I started 
as the CEO of this subsidiary. 

Later ESCOM also went 
bankrupt, and the rights to the 
Amiga line were sold to 
Gateway, Inc., which also 
founded a subsidiary for 

The main reason for the 
bankruptcy of Commodore was 
the fast growing PC business 
manufactured in Taiwan and the 
shortfall on Software for products 
like CD 32 or CDTV. Those 
products were far before the time 
and software was not available. 
Sales forecast for those products 
could not be performed and 
pending production orders have 
to be canceled.

More reasons for the final 
disaster were:
 
Commodore spent millions on 
launching Amiga at Carnegie Hall 
in NYC with only 3 software 
programs, (Andy Warhol  and 
Debbie Harry paid fortunes to 
present).

We filled jumbo jets with monitors 
to match the Amiga’s already in 
stock, that were unsaleable 
without software.

The powers that be insisted in 
building the PC range in the USA 
that meant the unit cost was 3 
times that of the Taiwan 
equivalent.

When we had the chance to buy 
Acer (at this time one of Asia’s 
most successful companies ) for 
peanuts, the powers that be 
laughed at the idea when I 
presented it to them.

Amiga with me as the CEO, 
because I was the one who 
handled the deal between the 
liquidator and Gateway. 

However, Gateway later 
abandoned all work with the 
Amiga, calling it obsolete and 
unsellable. 

So I started selling Amigas as a 
personal business to retailers in 
Germany and India, to close 
down Gateways European 
activities. 

Then in 2001 I founded my own 
Company “Power Service GmbH” 
and “Power Trading HK Ltd” and 
was in business worldwide for 
Chinese manufactured electronic 
products like DVD Player, TV and 
audio equipment. 

Nowadays I am still handling 
export business “Made in 
Germany” for the Asian market 
and doing some logistic services 
as an “On board courier”

I am married since 1970 to my 
wife Erika and have a daughter 
Tanja (born 1972) and a son 
Taras (born 1974).

2) Tell us about the Commodore 
years of rise and fall? What was 
done right? What went wrong?

Petro
Petro Tyschtschenko - our brother in arms, 
gave us a nice look into the inner 
circles of both past, present and
future environment of Amiga ...
Lean back, read and enjoy!



To many others to mention. 

The powers that be (after 
Jack) Marshal Smith and Tom 
Rattigan, I really loved those 
guys and they were very good 
to me, however when I look 
back, some of the  decisions 
they made were nonsensical if 
not suicidal.

Mehdi Ali , a brilliant mind, as 
hard a worker as I ever saw, 
however intent on bullying the 
GMs into sales forecasts they 
all knew they could never 
make, end result massive over 
stocks and Asia suppliers 
shaking their heads when 
every week we had to change 
or cut back the build plan. 

contributed and gave many years 
of my life, to what was a great 
company, with many great people 
that I still hold in the highest 
regard.

3) What made marketing the 
Amiga in Europe so different than 
the American market?

Commodore and Amiga Products 
were very popular in Europe. 
Special in Germany and the UK 
we were very successful, 
compared with the US market. 

4) Why did it suffer so much in 
the home market?

Mr. Gould has not approved big 
amounts of advertise for 
marketing campaigns and in the 

When the miracles of change 
were impossible to manage, lets 
bring in new people cos they 
work for the biggest company’s 
therefore they must be better 
than what we have.

Henri Rubin,  unfortunately knew 
absolutely nothing about 
technology or indeed anything 
else worth knowing in life. His 
only attribute was convincing Mr. 
Gould his background made him 
something of an asset. 
Philippines , why oh why, even 
though this “well thought out 
project”. 

Well I enjoyed that rant, its been 
20 years or more, but I gave 
never up any thought, and I am 
still proud that I worked, 



US without those campaigns 
no sales could be generated. 
US sales was flat.. European 
sales was growing!

5) If Mehdi and Irving Gould 
were out of the picture, and 
Tramiel had continued at the 
helm into the Amiga years, 
would the company have been 
sustainable?

I do not think so, Jack was 
very good in building up 
business, but it was very 
difficult for him to keep it 
ongoing!

6) You are the author of a book 
about Commodore. Tell us 
about it? Is it still for sale, and 
if so at what website?

My book named: “Meine 
Erinnerungen an Commodore 
und Amiga” (My memories on 
Commodore and Amiga) is so 
far only in German language 
available. My plan is to issue 
the English version asap.. 
maybe at December this year. 
But it is a question of 
financing. I just reached the 
breakeven point for the 
German edition, which I 
started to sell from June 2014 
onwards.

There is also a website 
available: 
www.petrosbook.com 

In my book I have reported my 
individual experience during 
my Commodore and Amiga 
time from 1982 until 2014.. 

I described two bankruptcies 
and how I found an investor to 
give Commodore and Amiga a 
future. You will find in my book 
a lot of stories which I went 

9) As you know, the Amiga tree 
has grown into at least three or 
four branches, all with the 
common heritage from emulating 
Amiga OS 3.x:
AmigaOS4.x for classic and NG, 
MorphOS, AROS, emulators like 
WinUAE and FGPA.
How should Amiga develop to 
grow an increasing user base?

My plan was always to make the 
AMIGA OS as an Open Source.. 
But I failed unfortunately because 
of the bankruptcies and the 
changing investors. Too many 
people with different ideas are 
involved!

10) Any business is about 
earning money. But with the small 
user base of Amiga today, this is 
difficult. This is a problem; a 
small user base is offered 
products that are not mass 
produced due to small number of 
units sold to a heavy price. Mass 
production can only be done with 
bigger user base. This is an evil 
spiral. How can Amiga get out of 
this mess?

I am sorry but Amiga cannot get 
out of this mess! We are a 
RETRO COMPUTER and we 
should stick to this. Maybe, I do 
not believe it serious, but maybe 
some investor like Bill Gates or 
Zuckerberg is interested to ramp 
up this great OS and the Amiga 
again..? Who knows ?

11) Is the Amiga concept even 
worth a bigger user base?
Of course.. But the community is 
unfortunately shrinking as well.. I 
think not so many people will 
fight like I have done for my 
beloved Amiga in the past!

12)It seems to me that the 
younger generation never ever 

through and also a lot of facts 
about history and  finance figures 
and organization charts. Thanks 
to my co-author Patric, who 
always pushed me to write this 
book...

7) I personally read an extract 
from your book saying Amiga has 
sold around 6 million models in 
Germany alone, all models 
included (please correct me if 
wrong). Could you give an 
educated guess for our readers 
about how many classic models 
that were sold world wide?

My next plan is to publish the 11 
Annual Reports from 
Commodore as a Public 
Shareholder Company starting in 
1982 and ending 1993. In those 
11 official Annual Reports, 
audited by Arthur Andersen &Co 
and Coopers & Lybrand, you will 
find than all details. So far I will 
only tell you that Commodore 
installed worldwide in FY 1992 
already worldwide 3,7 million 
AMIGAs. On C64 up to 1993 
have been sold more than 17 
Million units worldwide. So 
please be patient and wait until 
my new book will be issued and 
show “11 years Commodore and 
Amiga (1982 to 1993) Original 
Annual Reports”

8) Are you still selling classic 
Amigas? If so, where to buy? If 
not, could it be in the future?

No, I am not an Amiga dealer! I 
have started in 2012 a “NONE 
PROFIT ACTION” for the Amiga 
Community and bought back 
from India A 1200 which I sold 
with no profit to the Community. 
All my imported Amigas are sold 
out and as it was only a very tuff 
job for me, with a lot of complains 
as well, I stopped this project.



heard of Amiga. Is the general 
Amiga freak a dying species?

Yes, unfortunately... Also the 
hardware will get from the 
technical aspect not younger 
and will not survive ....I am so 
sorry to say this.. 

13) What genuine hopes are 
lying ahead for Amigans in the 
future? And now I mean in the 
competition to today’s 
computer market, whatever it 
might be.

We are RETRO... and many 
people like to be as we are.. 
History...History.. but 
unfortunately no future.. 
Computer History... Museum.. 
It is also a nice aspect. Amiga 

Thank you to all the AMIGA 
enthusiasts.. Thank you to all the 
people which are still involved in 
this great OS and keep the 
Amiga alive...

Petro Tyschtschenko

will never die!!!! Look at the old 
timer in the car market...We are 
quite similar ! 

14) Can Amiga get into the tablet 
market (games, etc.)?
Without an investor as I 
mentioned already.. sorry no 
chances!

15) As I have understood, the 
Amiga brand is strong, but it is 
also sold to non-computing 
industry brands. How, if ever, can 
the Amiga brand be stronger, 
hopefully computer-wise?

Great time, great history, super 
OS.. but RETRO...Keep the 
remembrance.. Support the 
Community.....and  Amiga will 
never die... !!!!!



Happy New Year
from the CEO
to all of you

Photo: 
CEO down in company 
cafeteria version 2016.

Wishlist from alephOne^:
- PageStream
- New logo including C= 
checkmark
- Most of all; gimme life at 
IRC :D ... I am your biggest 
fan!

...remark from alephOne^:

... note this list has 3 wishes 

... what comes in 3? all good 
things! Do your stuff!       a1^
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